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Sex in the Third Reich: this subject is bound to raise wild speculation. What happened behind

closed doors of a nation whose regime broke all taboos? More than 300 private pornographic

photographs, almost all from one private collection which survived the most adverse conditions,

provide ruthless testimony of the high time when those pictures were still sensational and daring,

coquettish and provoking, but most of all: prohibited.
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"Impressive. The Nazi terror didn't seem to have broken their joy gene." Allan MitchellA sensational

look behind the curtains of a of an anti-lust period, where sexuality blossomed more in hidden

privacy, unless one belonged to the powers that ruled.

Collector

I love it thanks,

Great history item...very nice

A true historic overview of this subject. The book is exactly what it represents itself to be!



gift

Very Happy.

Having just received & checked out my 'hot off the press' edition of "Private Pornography in the

Third Reich" thot I'd share my reactions to the tome with other prospective purchasers. Firstly,

regarding physical size, despite the fact that this book is published by 'Goliath' Press it is, in fact, of

a rather small format - about the dimensions of a standard paperback novel - thus the reproduction

size for the photographs that it presents are relatively small - most about the size of a 'postcard'. All

(200 or so) images are B&W photos - except for one pen & ink drawing. The paper and physical

reproduction quality are good.There is only a minimal amount of 'text' provided via a 4 page

'Introduction' that gives a brief over-view of the climate of the times from which the 'collection' of

images (apparently all gleaned from basically ONE serious WW II vintage German porn hound's

stash!) was reproduced. Within the intro there are a couple of sentences that sort of summed up the

gist of this book: "Sex in the Third Reich: this subject is bound to raise wild speculation. Probably

because one would assume, a regime that broke all moral taboos would not refrain from

unconventional practices. However, it was rather an anti-lust period, where sexuality blossomed

more in hidden privacy, unless one belonged to the powers that ruled." There you have it!This

assemblage of images is one of those 'private collections' and the 'bad news' is: IF one is hoping to

find some outrageous, bent, imagery herein - this book may prove disappointing. The book does

provide page after page of naked men & women engaging in sexual acts, and/or just being naked,

but - the situations presented are of the most 'common / normal ' fare and the general quality of

everything is pretty much on a par with the 'naughty French postcard' genre. The photos are

arranged categorically with such chapter headings as : Nudism, Making Out, Heterosexual

Intercourse, Lesbian Couples, Oral Sex, Threesomes. etc. The section devoted to Sadomasochism

(where one might imagine things could get wild 'n crazy) is only about 8 pages long & contains

mostly limp photos of spanking scenarios. There ARE many depictions of sexual acts & full nudity -

definitely 'pornography' - but it's all pretty grainy, black & white, awkwardly posed stuff with 'period'

looking folk going at it. Much of the content reminded me of similar 'historic' erotic photo

compilations from the Kinsey Sex Institute files - interesting & quaint - but not particularly 'hot' by

today's standards - if that's what one is looking for. There is no info given as to the source or

nationality of the photos.A (different) book that I purchased (via ) that actually provided a plethora of

weird historic Germanic sexual imagery & info was the title: "Voluptuous Panic" - which focused on



the truly debauched 'Weimar Republic' epoch that immediately preceded the rise of the Nazi rule.

Putting it into context - this volume of 'Private Pornography...' is an interesting reminder that 'sex' is

often squelched during the reign of fascist totalitarian regimes as a method of 'control' - and yet

human nature prevails and erotica still emerges. This book would likely be of interest to those

intrigued by antiquarian eroticism but those seeking more transgressive erotic visions should

perhaps look elsewhere.

This is one hell of a collection. Very explicit but also very funny. Quite clearly adult material. It

covers various sexual topics. Quality still quite okay considering the low resolution.

A collection of pornography created during Adolf Hitler's reign of power in Germany is bound to

saturated with preconceived notions. Hitler's strange quirks and pecadillos are well known. But other

than being the FÃƒÂ¼hrer, he and the Third Reich itself have nothing to do with this work.This is a

fine collection of black & white vintage erotica (including regular sex, kinky threesomes, lesbian

play, and general nudism). It's miraculous that this material survived WWII, but there is nothing here

that is particulary NAZI-like and even noteably German. And this is a letdown. It would be horrifically

shocking, yet quite compelling, to view top-level NAZI's engaged in lewd, perverse behavior. But

that is not the case here. Notwithstanding the titillating title, this is still a noteworthy collection of

pre-1945 porn, worthy of a book collector's attention.
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